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Society news
We were fortunate this Session in having lectures of a very high standard. On November 2 Professor John Brown, newly appointed to the Chair of Astrophysics
in Glasgow, spoke on violent X-ray events, and on December 7 Dr D. A. R. Simmons, the well-known solar, aurora and NLC observer, showed the most
spectacular aurora slides and described his visit to the Tromso area of Norway, to which he recently returned to pursue further research. On January 4 Mr
Russell Eberst of ROE gave an account of satellite observing, and on February 1 Dr Ron Hilditch of St Andrews University lectured on galaxies, with
magnificent illustrations, as did Dr Ron Maddison of Keele University on March 1, his topic being the evolution of stars.

At this last meeting, the AGM, the following Office-bearers were appointed: 
President - Mr Ron Veitch, Vice-presidents - Mr Neil Bone and Mr James Shepherd, Secretary - Mr Iain Neil, Treasurer - Dr A. J. Rostron, Councillors - Mr Joe
Cleghorn, Mr Michael Dickson, Mr R. G. Fenoulhet, Mr Jack Heeley, Mr D. C. Todd and Mr Duncan Waldron. James Shepherd continues as Librarian and
Director of the Observatory, with Duncan Waldron as Assistant Director.

Neil Bone, Jack Heeley and Dave Gavine represented the Society at a meeting of the Scottish Astronomers' Group at St Andrews Observatory on January 26.
Again we would like to thank the University Astronomical Society for their hospitality and conducted tour of the observatory. Neil was elected onto the
planning committee for National Astronomy Week 1985, November 9 to 16, which is timed to coincide (hopefully!) with a favourable observing position of
Halley's Comet near the Pleiades. It is expected that the Society will participate fully in this memorable occasion. The next SAG meeting will be held on
Saturday, April 27, at the Coats Observatory, Paisley, at 2 p.m. All welcome. 
Neil Bone gave a lecture on meteors at Airdrie Observatory in November.

Glenburn Hotel Observatory

Jack Heeley reports that although several group visits have taken place, and these proved successful, clubs and societies have shown almost no response to the
circulars which were sent out. It was found that only about 5 % of the visitors came to the hotel especially to see the observatory, the vast majority were
"recruited" from the bar and restaurant. Sessions have combined observing with short slide presentations and question-and-answer periods, about six people can
be accommodated in the dome at one time. There were a good number of visitors in January, but in February the dome slit jammed and considerable work will
be required on it. Several Society members have already made good use of this observing site, and Jack would like to thank Joe Cleghorn and James Shepherd
for all their efforts, and the hotel management for their support.

Observing report
Aurora

Rather a quiet season, on Nov 4/5 Michael Dickson at Peebles saw a brief spell of rayed activity in cloud. Nov 15/16 - Owen Pearson picked up the magnetic
storm on his magnetometer but the aurora was visible only in Northern Ireland. Dec 26/27 - Neil Bone saw auroral light in clouds at Campbeltown, the full
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display was observed at Fraserburgh. Jan 8/9 - Neil Bone (Edinburgh) saw a quiet homogeneous arc, and from Blackford Hill on Jan 29/30, a brief burst of
green rays. Feb 24/25 - Neil Bone - auroral light then a definite arc, but in a deteriorating sky. James Shepherd's photograph of the rayed-arc display of last
April 8/9 appeared on the cover of the February BAA Journal.

Gavin Ramsay and Neil Bone carry out regular work on selected variable stars, and Gavin's solar and deep-sky observations continue. Duncan Waldron has
been taking superb photographs of the Moon with the refurbished 6-inch Cooke refractor, two more were published in the November and March issues of The
Astronomer. Neil Bone obtained very good observations of the Quadrantid meteors from Campbeltown on January 1 to 4, and photographed three. Details will
appear in a later issue. His colleagues in Edinburgh were less fortunate with the weather.

Harry Ford - Lorimer Medallist 1984
The Lorimer Medal of our Society is intended for people who, in the opinion of the Council, have contributed greatly to the popularisation of astronomy. It is
not often awarded, and is not given lightly.

In our 60th Anniversary year, the award was made to Mr Harry Ford at a celebration dinner in the Royal British Hotel on November 28. Among the guests were
Mr Ford's wife Lynne, his mother and other members of the family, and Mrs Matthew. The medal presentation was made by a fellow-Dundonian, Professor
Malcolm Longair, Astronomer Royal for Scotland and our Honorary President. The President, Dr Gavine, outlined Mr Ford's varied career in amateur
astronomy, to which Mr Ford replied, thanking the Society and proposing a toast to its future prosperity and success. Professor Longair, in his usual enthusiastic
manner, then spoke of Edinburgh's involvement in the exciting new projects in astronomical research, and praised the dedication and work of the amateurs.

Harry Ford was educated at Rosebank and Rockwell Schools, Dundee, where his science teachers, along with two veteran enthusiasts, Mr Tom Flood and the
late John Clark, family friends, encouraged his interests in astronomy. He then entered Queen's College (now Dundee University) as a medical technician, and
developed skills which he soon adapted to astronomical instrument making, but he also gained academic qualifications by part-time study at the Technical and
Commercial Colleges. As a regular visitor to the Mills Observatory in Dundee he was often called upon to assist, or deputise for the Curator, Dr Jaroslav Cisar,
and on Dr Cisar's retiral in 1964 Harry succeeded to the post. The Curatorship then became a full-time post, and Harry was able to devote all his energies into
making the Mills a major centre of astronomical interest and activity, with a dramatic rise in the numbers of visitors and in the scope of the facilities. Harry was
one of the founders of Dundee Astronomical Society in 1956, he has held every office including Chairman, and was recently elected an Honorary Member. He
has the uncanny ability of adapting the most unlikely junk to scientific or educational use, he has made countless telescopes (his first 3-inch telescope had a tube
made of treacle tins bolted together!), mirrors, cameras, spectroscopes, alidades, sundials, orreries, armillary spheres and space exploration models, many of
which are displayed at the Mills. It was always his policy to make simple astronomical 'toys' like direct-vision spectroscopes to give away to aspiring
youngsters, some of whom later became professional astronomers and physicists, like his cousin Dr Bill Allan, Dr Neill Reid and George Spalding. He has taken
part over the years in many observing programmes, sun, comets, planets, meteors, but excelled at lunar work with the 10-inch Cooke refractor of the Mills. An
active member of the BAA, he was for a time Director of the Lunar Section and led a talented group, which included Morgan Findlay and Dave Taylor, on
occultations, crater profile studies and investigations into Transient Lunar Phenomena. Sadly, the team soon disbanded as its members were forced to leave the
neighbourhood for various reasons, mainly in search of work. However, one dedicated supporter remained, his old mentor Tom Flood, who became his Assistant
Curator. Harry has also been an observer of aurora and noctilucent clouds since the International Geophysical Year of 1957-58, and some of his fine aurora
photographs are among our displays at Calton Hill.
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In the early days he made a small planetarium projector to operate in a dark alcove in the observatory, in the usual Ford manner - a big perforated cistern ball
turning on an old bike axle with Meccano gearing. Then he built a more sophisticated model inside a small room, which although on a modest scale, was
actually Scotland's only fully public planetarium for a number of years. In 1982 Harry decided for family reasons to move to Southend and to a new venture,
running his own planetarium in a room in the town museum as a small business. The fine projector and big fibreglass dome took him many months of labour,
assisted by Lynne's artistic talents, but it was completed and the visitors and school parties are entertained to a superb show. The projection devices are simple
but ingenious. Harry is now very much a part of the Essex 'scene', often in demand for lectures, demonstrations and model building. He has other interests,
naturally, among which are Scottish history and the history of science and technology. He has had several articles on these themes published recently in the
Scots Magazine.

In a most enthusiastic promoter of astronomy, an active observer and an ingenious craftsman, the Society has a worthy Medallist in Harry Ford. We now look
forward to his next visit to Calton Hill, to deliver the Lorimer Lecture to the Society.

Quiz - odd one out
One of each of these lists does not "belong". The first one is easy. Answers.

 1. Aquarius          Pisces          Orion            Taurus           Gemini 
 2. M 2               M 5             M 37             M 15             M 3 
 3. Albireo           Markab          Scheat           Algenib          Alpheratz 
 4. Halley            Pond            Newton           Maskelyne        Flamsteed 
 5. Trifid            Lagoon          Rosette          Dumb-bell        North America 
 6. β Lyrae           α Herculis      γ Cassiopeiae    α Orionis        β Pegasi 
 7. Rhea              Enceladus       Icarus           Phoebe           Janus 
 8. O                 A               G                K                D 
 9. Palomar           Kitt Peak       Yerkes           David Dunlap     Lick 
10. M 87              M 90            M 86             M 82             M 84 
11. Humason           Baade           Shapley          Hubble           Oort 
12. Aristillus        Gassendi        Tsiolkovski      Ptolemaeus       Tycho 
13. Spicule           TLP             Coronal hole     Facula           Flare 
14. Helios            Cosmos          Gorizont         Soyuz            Molniya 
15. Apollo 11         Apollo 12       Apollo 13        Apollo 14        Apollo 15 
16. Alcyone           Amalthea        Merope           Pleione          Atlas 
17. Aberration        Nutation        Parallax         Precession       Radial velocity 
18. Cerro Tololo      Arecibo         Siding Spring    La Palma         Crimea 
19. Altair            Vega            Regulus          Procyon          Spica 
20. Quadrantids       Bielids         Lyrids           Perseids         Geminids 
21. Celestial Equator Ecliptic        Prime Vertical   Hour Angle       Meridian 
22. Celestial Pole    Ecliptic Pole   1st Pt. of Aries 1st Pt. of Libra Zenith 
23. Octans            Pavo            Phoenix          Tucana           Grus 
24. Newtonian         Dall-Kirkham    Cassegrain       Ritchey-Cretien  Coudé 
25. Adams             Sir W. Herschel Challis          Galle            Leverrier 
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About the ASE Journal
Our thanks to the Director of the Royal Observatory, Blackford Hill, for generous use of the facilities, and to Mr R. Fenoulhet and Mr N. Bone for assistance
with the production of the Journal.

Editor: Dr D. Gavine, 29 Coillesdene Crescent, Edinburgh EH15 2JJ. 657-2338.

The Orionid meteor shower, 1984
by Neil Bone

In a few months, Comet Halley will become visible with small telescopes for the first time since 1910. For most of us, this will be a once-in-a-lifetime chance to
observe this famous object, and a great deal of interest is already focussing on the comet from both astronomers and the public. There have already been
numerous books - many of them appalling - published on the subject of Halley's Comet, and doubtless many more will follow. By all accounts, this will be a
disappointing return, with the comet at its brightest when awkwardly-placed behind the sun, and at a deep southerly declination when at its best. Nevertheless,
many of us will be making a determined effort to observe the comet come the autumn.

Professional astronomers, of course, will also be making a determined effort to observe Comet Halley in a number of ways, including the use of spacecraft.
Observations worldwide are being coordinated by the International Halley Watch (IHW). The IHW recognises the value of amateur observations, and has
produced a manual covering these. Included in the work well-suited to amateur observers is the study of the meteor showers - the η Aquarids and Orionids -
associated with Halley's Comet. In the UK, these observations are coordinated by the BAA Meteor Section.

Observations of the May η Aquarids are difficult from Scotland, thanks to the brightness of the sky. The Orionids, occurring in October, are much more
favourably placed. Orionid observations have been made routinely by a number of amateurs in the north over the past few years. A particularly sustained effort
was planned for the very favourable Orionid return of 1984, in the absence of moonlight which had presented serious difficulties in 1983. It is pleasing to report
a good response from observers, and Table I below lists those in Scotland and the north of England who participated in the 1984 Orionid project.

D Allen, N Bone, A Brace, R Dixon, D Gavine, R Hart, N Jenkinson, I Lewis, G Mossman, A McBeath, J MacNicol, G Ramsay, J Shepherd, A Smeaton, C
Steele, A Thomson, R Urquhart, S Urquhart, F Vincent

Table I

Among these observers are enthusiastic groups at Haddington and St. Andrews, organised by Mrs. Nora Jenkinson and Colin Steele respectively.
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The project ran from Oct 12-13 to Nov 3-4, encompassing the extreme limits of Orionid activity. We were fortunate in having somewhat better than normal
observing conditions during October, and over the period, 719 meteors were reported by the observers above, these representing about a third of the overall UK
total. A full report on all UK observations will appear in the BAA Journal in due course; here, I shall be concerned only with the northern data.

As for previous reports, observations were reduced to obtain standardised Zenithal Hourly Rates (ZHRs) corrected for radiant elevation, cloud and haze. The
earliest observations, between Oct 13-14 and 17-18, show little or no Orionid activity. By Oct 18-19 and 19-20, the shower was definitely in progress, with ZHR
around 11 ± 6; both these nights had the added distraction of auroral activity. Rates were slightly higher on Oct 20-21, with some reports suggesting ZHR as
high as 22.0 ± 7.1. No observations were obtained on Oct 21-22, which was cloudy over the entire region. Under good skies on Oct 22-23, activity suggesting
ZHR 16.0 ± 5.5 was seen around midnight, and enhanced rates (ZHR 27.1 ± 14.6) were seen on Oct 23-24. Rates had fallen by the next clear night, Oct 25-26,
to about 11 ± 8. Slightly higher activity (ZHR probably 14 ± 5) was seen on Oct 26-27. The last observed Orionids were recorded on Oct 30-31, with very low
ZHR (3.1 ± 2.7).

These ZHR fluctuations are characteristic of the Orionids, and the shower is believed to produce several peaks of activity, each resulting from a separate
substream in the main meteor stream. Each substream should have its own radiant, and some observers attempted to distinguish between Orionids from these. It
does appear that the Orionid stream is very complex, and the radiant area is very large compared with those of other showers.

From brightness estimates by experienced observers, magnitude distributions were produced for the Orionids, sporadics, and other less active showers in,
progress during the project. These are summarised in Table II below.

Mag.      -8  -7  -6  -5  -4  -3  -2  -1   0   1   2   3   4   5  Tot.  M 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Sporadics  2   0   1   1   0   1   5  11  12  26  52  64  26  14  216  2.06 
Orionids   0   0   0   0   0   1   4  12  26  41  39  44  18   2  182  1.70 
Taurids    0   0   0   0   0   0   1   4   2  20  25  29   9   0   90  2.08 
Piscids    0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   1   0   3   5   1   0   10  2.50 

Table II

On average, the Orionids appeared slightly brighter than the sporadic background. Relatively few very bright meteors were seen, however. Perhaps the most
spectacular was a sporadic seen at 0150 UT on Oct 20-21 by Alex Thomson, Dave Gavine and Neil Bone. This was estimated at mag. -8 by Alex, and
underwent a very bright terminal explosion. Colin Steele also saw a bright sporadic at 0335 UT on Oct 26-27, this leaving a broad persistent train lasting
20 seconds.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/11/fig02f.jpg
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Most observers kept a record of persistent, train phenomena associated with meteors seen during the project. As found in previous years, the Orionids are rich in
train-producing meteors (38.5 %) relative to the sporadic background ,(13.9 %). Indeed, Orionid meteors brighter than mag. 0 almost always left persistent
trains.

Other showers active during the project

Along with the Orionids and sporadics, most observers recorded a handful of Piscids and Taurids. The Piscids are a weak minor shower active during
September-October, producing rates barely above background level. The Taurids normally produce their best rates in early November, but steady activity with
ZHR about 6 was present throughout the project period. Over the autumn months, including the time of the Orionid project, John MacNicol reported steady, low
α Aurigid activity, including a number of bright meteors.

Photographic results

A total of 3H 27m photographic exposures with small cameras - among them one of the ASE's Lubitels - by F Vincent, C Steele, N Bone and the Haddington
team unfortunately failed to record any meteor trails.

Further results from late 1984

The closing months of 1984 were most noteworthy for poor weather conditions, including one of the wettest Novembers on record. As a result, no further Taurid
observations have come to hand. The Geminids in December also suffered, although R Dixon at St. Andrews saw good rates in poor skies on Dec 14-15. St.
Andrews observers C Steele, D Allen and R Dixon also carried out watches for Ursid activity between Dec 20-21 and Dec 26-27; low Ursid rates were seen,
with ZHR around 7 ± 4.

Projects for 1985

At the time of writing, it is hoped to carry out observations of the April Lyrids under relatively moonless conditions between April 16-26, to follow up the fine
results obtained in this region in 1984. Later in the year, we will also have moonless skies for the Perseids and Geminids, and the early parts of the Orionids.
Additional observers are always needed for this useful work.

Thanks are once again due to all who took part in the Orionid project, and especially to those observers who carried out late-night watches.

A Moon puzzle
by D. Gavine
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Have you ever compared the apparent size of the Full Moon when it is low near the eastern horizon on a winter's evening, with its apparent size when it is high
in the sky around midnight? To most people the Moon seems bigger near the horizon then seems to shrink as it climbs. Look at the three arrows A B& C below,
but cover the print above and below them, with blank paper so that the eyes are not drawn aside by surrounding "clutter":

Does the distance AB seem bigger than the distance BC? If so, it is an illusion brought about by the presence of the objects between A and B, which seems to
"stretch" the A-B distance. If you measure them you will find that BC is bigger. Similarly, when the Moon is seen around trees, buildings, etc. the mind is
slightly confused, but high in the sky there are no comparative objects.

Now here's the strangest part - when the Moon is nearly overhead it is actually BIGGER than when it is near the horizon, because it is slightly nearer the
observer!

Observer P sees the Moon overhead, but observer Q sees it on the horizon. Q, however, sees the Moon at about its "true" geocentric distance, for in astronomical
almanacs these distances are always measured from the earth's centre. But P is a little nearer, by the radius of the earth. The radius of the earth is about 6400 km,
the mean geocentric distance of the Moon is about 384,400 km, so the Moon is nearer P by 6400/384,400, or about 1/60. Therefore with an average angular
diameter of 31' the Moon will appear 0.5' bigger overhead than when it is on the horizon.

In the Nautical Tables used by seamen for observations of the Moon's upper or lower limb altitude by the sextant, there is a small correction table of fractions of
a minute of arc to be added to allow for this. It is called "Augmentation of the Moon's Semidiameter" and the correction increases as the Moon's altitude
increases.

There is no such correction for the Sun. It is much too far away for the earth's radius to have any effect on its observed distance.

Bode's law and the evolution of the solar system
by Steuart Campbell
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In 1772 J. E. Bode popularized a curious numerical relationship between the mean distances of the planets from the Sun. The relationship had been pointed out
by J. D. Titius, but it came to be known as 'Bode's Law'. This 'law' states that if 4 is added to each term in the series 0,3,6,12,....384, and the sums are each
divided by 10, then the result is a series which gives a good approximation for the mean orbital distances of the planets (see Table 1). In fact the 'law' fails to
give the correct distance for Neptune and gives neither the mean nor either the perihelion nor aphelion distance for Pluto. Nevertheless the questions to be
answered, are why does the 'law' work as well as it does, and what does it tell us about the Solar System.

The 'law' is based on a geometric progression in which each term is double the previous term and the logarithms of which plot an arithmetical progression (see
Fig. 1). The addition of 4 to each term of the base series skews the lower values and brings them near to the actual values. However, the first term in the series,
which should be 1½, has to be replaced by 0 in order to give a reasonable approximation to Mercury's distance. This substitution reduces credibility in the 'law',
and it becomes clear that it is, like the ever-more-complex geocentric cosmologies, fundamentally wrong. However, as Fig. 1 shows, r does show an exponential
relationship. Although the exponents of the distances of the planets do not plot a straight line, a best fit can be drawn that gives at least as good an
approximation as Bode's Law. In fact its maximum deviation (Uranus) is less - than Bode's maximum (Neptune), and both Mercury and Neptune approach the
function, which is

rn = 10-1 exp(0.7 + 0.55 nr)

where r is the mean orbital distance of planet number n. Moreover the above function even predicts that there will be a tenth planet at a distance of 49.2 AU,
which is exactly the distance of Pluto's aphelion!* Evidently the planets are found at distances that are given by the above exponential function, but with some
deviation. Why should there be this deviation?

Carey argued that Bode's Law (based on distance) should be replaced by one based on the orbital periods. He proposed that the orbital periods of the planets
should be multiples or sub-multiples of the period of Jupiter (see Table 2). Row A is derived from the rule that

Tn = 3 J 2n-1

where J is Jupiter's sidereal period and Tn is the Jovian synodic period of the nth planet beyond Jupiter. Periods for planets within Jupiter's orbit were found
from the reciprocals of those beyond. It can be seen that although there is good agreement for some planets, for others the deviation from the rule is quite large.
It seems likely that the synodic effect of each planet upon its neighbour is more important than the overall effect of Jupiter, and it is interesting to note the
relationships today (see Table 3). Clearly each pair has fallen into (or is in the process of falling into) a synodic coupling (resonance) in only a few orbits.

The above function for r represents a ratio of rn = 1.733 rn-1 which (via Kepler's Third Law) is equivalent to a ratio between orbital periods of Tn = 2.28 Tn-1
which is a ratio of about 16 : 7.

Two planets in this relationship are likely to shift their orbits until fewer circuits are required between synodic periods. Fig. 2 shows that this can be achieved by
either increasing or decreasing the difference in their mean orbital radii. To achieve the ratio 5 : 2, a pair of planets must increase their separation until

rn = 1.84 rn-1
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This must have happened to the pairs Mercury-Venus, Mars-Asteroids, Asteroids-Jupiter and Jupiter-Saturn. Consequently both Mars and the Asteroids have
moved closer to the Sun and Saturn has moved further away (see Fig 1). Jupiter and Saturn have increased their separation about a common point. The ratio
3 : 1 required Uranus to increase its separation from Saturn (bypassing 5 : 2), although this was compensated by the need tor the Uranus-Neptune pair to reduce
their separation to synchronicity at a ration of approximately 2 : 1. The Earth-Venus pair have closed to a ratio of 5 : 3, putting Earth nearer the Sun and Venus
further away, the latter bringing Mercury with it, even though the Mercury-Venus separation has increased. Among all these adjustments, Mars' ratio to Earth
appears to have been unable to settle at a low ratio.

The question I posed may be answered as follows: Bode's Law 'works' because, as an approximation to an exponential series, it very nearly describes the
fundamental exponential relationship between the mean orbital radii of the planets. Although it is not good enough to hold for all the planets, it can be replaced
by an accurate exponential function. The deviations from the radii given by this function are explained by synodic adjustments, probably made at a very early
stage in the evolution of the Solar System. That the radii are distributed according to an exponential function tells us that these radii have grown, and that they
may still be growing (although very slowly)! How and why the planetary radii have grown are questions that now need to be answered.

Reference

Warren S. Carey, The Expanding Earth, Oxford 1976, p. 322.

(* indicating that Pluto once orbited at that distance).

--------------------------------------------- 
planet       base  series + 4   actual  radii 
            series  and x 1/10  (a.u.) 
--------------------------------------------- 
Mercury         0      0.4        0.39 
Venus           3      0.7        0.72 
Earth           6      1.0        1.00 
Mars           12      1.6        1.52 
(Asteroids)+   24      2.8        2.77  (av.) 
Jupiter        48      5.2        5.20 
Saturn         96     10.0        9.54 
Uranus+       192     19.6       19.18 
Neptune+      384     38.8       30.06 
--------------------------------------------- 
+ At the time of the formulation of the Law, 
the Asteroids, Uranus and Neptune had not 
been discovered. 

Table 1: The development of Bode's Law compared with the actual mean orbital radii.

planet  M       V       E       M      (As)  J   S    U    N     P 
--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A       1/48    1/24    1/12    1/6    1/3   -   3    6    12    24 
B       1/49.2  1/19.3  1/11.9  1/6.3  1/3*  -   2.5  7.1  13.9  20.9 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------- 
A = Tn/Tj (ideal);  B = Tn/Tj (actual); * approximate period   

Table 2: Carey's proposal for the orbital periods of the planets (in relation to that of Jupiter).

Fig 1: The distribution of the distances (r = mean orbital distance) of the planets in the solar system showing also the base of Bode's Law, the base plus 4, and
the best fit function. E = Earth, J = Jupiter, X = hypothetical 10th planet.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/11/fig05f.jpg
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Fig 2: Ratios of orbital periods between an inner planet (1:1) and an outer planet starting at 16:7.

-------------------------- 
Mercury     5:2  Venus 
Venus       5:3  Earth 
Earth      15:8  Mars 
Mars        5:2  Asteroids 
Asteroids+  5:2  Jupiter 
Jupiter     5:2  Saturn 
Saturn      3:1  Uranus 
Uranus      2:1  Neptune 
-------------------------- 
+ The Kirkwood gaps appear at ratios of 2:1, 7:3, 
  5:2 and 3:1 (or 2:1, 5:2, 3:1 and 4:1) 
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Table 3. Approximate ratios of orbital periods of pairs of adjacent planets (including Asteroids). Also shows a number of orbits of each planet between synodic
periods.

The Calton Hill observatories, Part 8 (conclusion)
by D. Gavine

You will recall that in 1776 Thomas Short built the first observatory on the Hill, the remnant of which is the "Gothic Tower" house on the south-east corner wall.
The lease then passed to his grandson James Douglas and there was some strife in the family about ownership. The makeshift observatory then passed through
several hands and was finally demolished, and the present Playfair Building was erected by the Astronomical Institution in 1818.

In 1827 there appeared on the scene Maria Theresa, youngest and only surviving child of Thomas Short, home from the West Indies to claim her share of the
inheritance. She claimed that the Town Council had dealt abominably with her father, using "legal trickery" to persuade him to exclude female heirs from the
estate in order to get the observatory finished, when he was in penury and failing health. The Council concluded that she had no real claim, but agreed to hand
over Short's old 12-foot reflector and a £10 repair grant. In 1834 she requested permission to erect a wooden observatory on a knoll on Calton Hill and the Town
Council agreed, provided it remained only at their pleasure. Angry protests arose, especially by the irascible Lord Henry Cockburn:

"....a wooden showbox, about thirty feet long and as many in diameter, in the form of an inverted punch-bowl, which was to rest on a rim of wall six
feet high and to be open night and day for a camera obscura, telescopes, and all manner of optical exhibitions. I instantly assailed the Council, and
excited the press, and agitated in all quarters, and the result has been that the grant is rescinded."

However, the "abominable edifice" was approved in the end. The Astronomical Institution, however, alarmed at a cheap wooden observatory win sight of their
own fine building, suggested an alternative site near the National Monument, and further objections were raised. Some councillors argued that the "offensive
deformity" would encourage other undesirable buildings to appear on the hill, and it would have been in violation of an Act of Parliament that no structure be
erected above a certain height on Calton Hill unless it was to be a church, a public building or an observatory, saying that Maria's "observatory" was really a
profit-making venture while she sat rent-free. Finally she, and Robert Forrest, the sculptor, were allowed to proceed within strict limits.

The observatory was built and advertised with three "powerful telescopes", a solar microscope, a "phantomoscope" (?) and a camera obscura, within a wooden
palisade containing an exhibition of statuary by Forrest. However, it was described by a contemporary as a "mean wooden erection" with an "inferior telescope"
and poor scientific toys. In 1850 Maria, now Mrs Robert Henderson, refused to subscribe to the wage of a watchman who patrolled the hill to ward off persons
of ill repute whom, some councillors believed, were attracted to the neighbourhood by the "peep-show". This was now an excuse to get rid of the place. Despite
a petition, Maria's exhortations and a plea by sympathetic city fathers that the defence had not been heard, the Chamberlain ordered the structure to be
demolished and the bailiffs roughly threw the instruments onto the ground.

In 1854 Maria announced that she intended erecting another observatory, on an old, tall building in the Lawnmarket near the Castle. After some difficulties it
emerged as "Short's Observatory" with a museum of astronomical instruments and scientific displays, but its subsequent history is obscure and warrants further
research. In 1892 the building was bought by Sir Patrick Geddes, the town planner, and became the Outlook Tower, housing Edinburgh's Camera Obscura, a
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function which continues to the present, and well worth a visit on a clear day. The addition of a display of optical devices now brings it back almost to its earlier
function as Maria Short's Observatory.
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The variable star CH Cygni
by Neil Bone

There were several interesting variable stars during 1984. Apart from the two novae discovered in Vulpecula - the first on 27th July, and the second on 22nd
December - probably the most interesting was CH Cygni.

This variable is on both authors' observing programmes, and both saw the start of the present fade in the last week of July 1984. Initially, the star was at the
abnormally bright magnitude of 5.9. During the year, it faded erratically, as the light curve (below) compiled from the authors' observations shows. Observations
were made using binoculars.

CH Cygni has an interesting history. Originally it was thought to be a semi-regular variable of period 97 days and magnitude range 7.4-9.1, but the amplitude
varied considerably between periods. In 1963, a spectrum showed evidence to suggest that the system consisted of a large old red star, a smaller hot blue star,
and a cloud of expanding hot gas coming from the older star.

Various periods have been quoted through the years from observations. Liller and Shao gave evidence for it being an eclipsing binary with period approximately
5 years. A long cycle of 4700 days was proposed in 1952 by Sergei Gasposchkin. John Isles in an issue of The Astronomer in 1972 said that there was evidence
for abrupt minima approximately every 600 days.

http://www.astronomyedinburgh.org/members/journals/11/fig07f.jpg
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As well as the large variations in amplitude visible to the eye, short 'flickerings' in magnitude have been observed using high speed photometers. One
observation recorded a rise of 0.18 mag. in 7 minutes!

It is clear that CH Cygni needs constant observation, and this is where you, the amateur astronomer, can help if you turn your mind to it. All you need is a pair
of binoculars and - most important of all - clear skies! Professional astronomers haven't the time to observe the many thousands of variable stars in the sky, so
it's up to amateurs to provide the data.

The authors would recommend anyone to have a go at observing variable stars. It's easy after the first few attempts: To any aspiring observer, the authors would
advise reading the recent article in Sky & Telescope February 1985, but not the article in January 1985's Astronomy. Our own Journal, issue no.4 also has an
article on variable star observing.

The main clearing-house for UK VS observations is, of course, the British Astronomical Association.

At the very least, variable star observing gives you purpose for going outside and getting frozen - good observing!

Acknowledgements: Melvyn Taylor for providing advice on sources of information; many thanks to ROE staff at Blackford Hill for providing the information.
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Map showing position of CH Cygni. 
Magnitudes of comparisons: 

m=5.7, L=5.8, K=6.2, A=6.5, B=7.4, D=8.0, E=8.1, F=8.5, G=8.5. 
Based on B.A.A. chart.

New members
We welcome the following new members recently elected into the Society.
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Bruce Borrows      Dunfermline           David Meehan       East Calder 
Ian Cheyne         Fearn, Ross-shire     Rev J. S. Miller   Edinburgh 
J. F. Cumming      Edinburgh             Brian Orme         North Berwick 
Simon Dresner      Edinburgh             Felix Schofield    Edinburgh 
Jardine Graham     Edinburgh             Gordon Watson      Edinburgh 
Alistair C. King   Kirkcaldy 

Answers to odd one out quiz
1. Orion. It is not a Zodiac constellation.
2. M 37, an open cluster in Auriga. The rest are globular clusters.
3. Albireo is in Cygnus, the others form the Square of Pegasus. Also, it is the only one in the list to be a telescopic double star.
4. Newton. He was not an Astronomer Royal.
5. Dumb-bell, the planetary nebula. The rest are diffuse gaseous nebulae.
6. β Lyrae, the only one of these variable stars which is eclipsing.
7. Icarus, an asteroid. The rest are moons of Saturn.
8. D, the only letter of these not used in star spectra classification.
9. David Dunlap is in Toronto, Canada. The rest are in U.S.A.

10. M 82 is a galaxy in Ursa Major, the rest are galaxies in the Virgo Cluster.
11. Oort was Dutch, working at Leyden. The rest were Americans.
12. Tsiolkovski, the only one of the craters on the rear side of the moon.
13. TLP is a lunar phenomenon. The rest are on the sun.
14. Helios is a U.S./German space probe, the rest are Soviet satellites.
15. Apollo 13, it failed to land on the moon.
16. Amalthea, a moon of Jupiter. The rest are stars of the Pleiades.
17. Radial velocity, the velocity of a star in the line of sight with respect to the sun. The rest depend on the motion of the Earth.
18. Arecibo, the only radio observatory.
19. Spica is in South declination, the rest are North.
20. Bielids, a defunct meteor shower. The rest are active showers.
21. Hour Angle, an angular distance between two great circles. The rest are great circles on the celestial sphere.
22. Zenith, it depends on the position of the observer on the earth. The rest are fixed reference points on the celestial sphere, independent of the observer.
23. Octans represents a sailor's octant, the rest depict birds.
24. Coudé, a type of mounting which can be used for refractors or reflectors, the rest are optical systems of reflecting telescopes.
25. Sir Wm. Herschel (died 1822). The rest were all involved in the search for Neptune in 1846.

(Alternative for no. 19: Vega is the only one circumpolar from Britain)


